Get the ultimate security package for your business
Sophos Intercept X and XG Firewall

90%

of

small businesses worry
their IT security won’t
keep up with malware.

92%

are worried about the
threat of ransomware.

25%

of
an IT manager’s time
is spent managing IT
security solutions.

Advanced Protection at the Endpoint and Firewall
Sophos Intercept X and XG Firewall deliver proven protection, keeping your business
safe from advanced threats including ransomware, exploits and cryptojacking.
Intercept X

XG Firewall

Keep your endpoints secure from advanced
malware threats:

Stop threats before they breach your network and keep
them from spreading:

ÌÌ Stop unknown, never-seen-before threats
with deep learning technology

ÌÌ Advanced protection including deep
learning, sandboxing and IPS

ÌÌ Block ransomware including WannaCry
and Petya and boot-record attacks

ÌÌ Stop hidden risks such as unknown
apps and risky users

ÌÌ Stop exploits and techniques used to
distribute malware and steal credentials

ÌÌ Block malware spread with automatic
isolation and device clean up

“Intercept X stopped every
complex, advanced attack we
threw at it.”
ESG Labs

“XG Firewall combines top
performance with stunningly
good value.”
ITPro

Spend less time managing your security
Sophos solutions are built from the ground-up to be straightforward and quick to use,
accessed from one central management platform.
ÌÌ Manage everything in one place (mid 2018)
ÌÌ Intuitive interface that’s quick and easy to use
ÌÌ Automatic response to threats – average response goes from 2 hours to 8 seconds

Try it for free!
Try Intercept X and XG Firewall free for
30 days at sophos.com/free-trials
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